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SAME VAT TING ABSTRACT 

Gedurende die tydperk September - Oktober 1975 is 
radiometriese opnames van 22 gemineraliseerde boorgate in 
ncge verskiliende urasnvccrkomste in die Karoo gedoen 
met die doel om te bepaal tot watter akkuraatfisid die 
werklike uraangehalte uit die gammaopnames voorspel kan 
word. Die werklike uraangehaltes van die gemineraliseerde 
sones waarvan opnames gedoen is, is uit bestaande chemiese 
ontledings bekend. 

Die resultate het getoon dat die uraangehaltes met 
grfmmaopname-uitrustirig wat op Pelindaba gekalibreer is 
tot 'n akkuraatheid van beter as 10 % voorspel kan word, 
mits die erts in ewewiy is en geen of weinig tor ium aanwesig 
is nie. Onewewigtigheid beers egter in die Karoo, en in die 
gate Wciarvan opnames gedoen is, het di t as verarming van 
urauii met betrekking tot sy gammastralende volgprodukte 
voorgekom. Sodanige uitwerkings was meestal tot die sone 
bokant die watertafel beperk, en die gevolgtrekking is 
gemaak dat die hoë radiometriese agtergrondspeil wat oor 
groot afstande in sommige boorgate op ; emerk is, in die 
geval van Karootipe voorkomste op "n opbouing van 
radongas gedui het, en dus op onewewigtigheid. Daar is 
verder tot die siotsom geraak dat chemiese ontledings by 
die bepaling var. uraangehalte vir berekenings van 
ertsreserwu in 'n groot mate deur radiometriese 
boorgatopnames vervang kan word, ofskoon chemiese 
ondersoeke vir onewewigtigheid altyd nodigsal wees. 

During the period September — October 1975, 22 
mineralised boreholes in nine different Karoo uranium 
occurrences were logged radiometrically with the aim of 
determining to what accuracy the actual uranium grade 
could be predicted from the gamma logs. The true uranium 
grades of the mineralised zones logged were known f rom 
existing chemical analyses. 

The rest'ts showed that the uranium grades could be 
predicted to an accuracy of better than 1 0 % through the 
use of gamma-logging equipment calibrated at Pelindaba, 
provided that the ore was in equi l ibr ium and that l i t t le or 
no thor ium was present. Disequil ibrium is, however, 
prevalent in the Karoo, and in the holes logged i t occurred 
by depletion of uranium relative to its gamma-emitting 
daughter products. Such e'fects were mostly conf ined to 
the zone above the water table, and i t is concluded t h t t for 
Karoo-type occurrences, the high radiometric background 
levels observed over extended distances in some boreholes 
were indicative of radon-gas buildup, ; nd hence of 
ri'.equilibrium. It is further concluded that radiometric 
borehole logging can largely replace chemical analyses in 
the determination of uranium grade for ore reserve 
calculations, although chemical checks for disequil ibrium 
would always be necessary. 
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1. INTRODUCTION eU.Z = K.A (1) 

Curing the period September - October 1975, radiometric 
logging surveys were made of 22 mineralised boreholes in 
nine different Karoo uranium occurrences, striking in a belt 
approximately from Merweville in the west to Aberdeen n 
the east. The U3O8 grade of the mineralised intersectiois 
was already known from chemical analyses made on either 
core or chip samples. 

It was the vm of the loqging surveys to determine with 
what accuracy the true uranium grade could be predicted 
radiometricaliy. For this purpose a "omparison was made 
between a quantitative interpretation of the gamma logs 
and chemical assays. 

2. I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N A N D F I E L D 
PROCEDURE 

The instrumentation comprised a commercially available 
different:al gamma-spe< trometer coupled by 500 m of cable 
to a borehole probe inco'porating a cylindrical detector 
crystal 25,4 x 76 mm. The spectrometer was equipped with 
a facility for adjusting the energy-window widths of the K, 
U and Th channels. The signal was recorded on a 
single-channel analogue chart recorder. The cable drum was 
driven by a variable-speed hydraulic gearbox which gave 
any required logging speed from 1 to 12 m/min. The 
logging unit was calibrated at Pelindaba, and conversion 
factors were derived for four possible borehole conditions, 
v.z. dry boreholes, boreholes filled with water, cased but 
dry boreholes, and cased boreholes filled with water. 

A logging speed of ± 4 m/min w--s maintained for the 
reconnaissance logging of borehole? while the instrument 
time constant was set at 1 s. This speed WÍT. chosen so that 
even narrow horizons of low-grade uranium would not be 
missed, but also so that meaningful lithological logs would 
be obtained. Where mineralisation was detected, the logging 
speed was redjeed to 1 m/min, giving expanded anomaly 
patterns more suited to quantitative interpretation. 

For the particular spectrometer energy-window settings 
used, the sensitivity of the total-count channel relative to 
the uranium channel was ±20:1 . All logs were thus 
conducted in the total-count channel, resulting in greatly 
improved counting statistics. Where radioactive 
mineralisation was encountered, qualitative discriminative 
spot checks were made for K, U and Th on the anomalies. 

3. I N T E R P R E T A T I O N 

Calibration theory assumes that the gamma count rate as 
measured in a borehole is directly proportional to the 
equivalent uranium grade, but only if the sample volume of 
the detector is completely filled with homogeneous 
material. In practice, the sample volume may be taken to be 
a spheroid with a radius of 30 cm centred on and 
containing 98 - 99 % of the gamma rays intercepted by the 
detector crystal. The following relation is then valid: 

Where eU = average equivalent radiometric grade 
U308 

Z = thickness of the ore zone 
K = constant of proportionality as determined 

from the Pelindaba borehole standard 
A = Area under the gamma-log curve 

For perfectly symmetrical anomólies the true ore-layer 
thickness (2) was taken to be the width at half-peak 
amplitude, and for complex anomalies, the distance 
between the half-peak amplitudes of the first and last 
anomali .s. The area (A) was determined using the total-area 
method, i.e. by summing the anomaly amplitudes at 10 cm 
intervals from background to background levels. 

For a meaningful application of the above method to the 
Karoo field data, a number of additional factors relating to 
borehole and source geometry, formation porosity, 
mineral isat ion chemistry and instrumentation 
characteristics, had to be considered. These are dealt with 
individually in the following discussion. 

3.1 Thinness Dilution 

Consider a small detector approaching s flat layer (with 
thickness Z) of uranium-bearing ore in a borehole. Assume 
the ore-bearing and barren rock to have the same 
attenuation coefficient u for the gamma radiation arising 
from the uranium ore. The detector response 0(z), when it 
is at a distance z from the nearest edge of the layer, will 
then be described by one of the following two equations: 

0(z) = ̂ - -JE2<MZ) - E2[M(Z + z)] i (2) 

if the detector is outside the layer and 

0(z) •--• ^ 2 - E 2 M - E2[A"(Z - z)]J. . . . .(3) 

if the detector is within the layer. 

The constant C can be obtained if the detector efficiency 
and the uranium grade ate known. The function E 2(/i*) or 
exponential integral is defir.ed and plotted in graphic form 
in reference 2. 

The response of the function 0(z) to a flat uraniferous layer 
is the well-known symmetrical curve indicated in the insert 
to Fig. 1. For layers chicker than 60 cm (the minimum 
thickness required to fill 98 % of the detector sample 
volume), the detector response is exactly at half its 
maximum value as it just passes the edge of the Isyer. The 
width of the response curve at half-maximum amplitude is 
thus equal to the thickness of the layer. However, for layers 
thinner than 60 cm, as is often the case in the Karoo, the 
anomaly width at half-maximum amplitude will not only 
always overestimate the thickness of the c e layer, but the 
maximum response <pm will also be less than the saturation 
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response 0 ^ for an inf in i te ly thick layer (i.e. > 60 cm) with 

the same concentration of uranium, resulting in an 

underestimation of grade. This effect is here termed 

'thinness di lut ion ' , and thickness and concentration 

corrections have to be applied to the raw field data to 

correct for it as fol lows: 

3.1.1 Thickness correction 

The di-teetoi response ^(z) w;is cj lcuidt-^i tut var/ ln; ; 

ore layer thicknesses f rom equations (2) .inu (3). "íhi*; *.;-, 

dono foi an arbitrary uranium c o n c m i - : . f ?,<-<\ iJef fcv-

e ' f i c i incy , since the thickness c . ; i ! t c ' i j [ i i'seí 

Independent of these factors and hence of t'ie -rensra • 

The linear attenuation coefficient, ;; »v,v- ; .r*e" "" 

0,129, wnich is the value for 2,67 g.cm 

1,75 MeV gamma radiation ansinc, •• 

uranium-decay series. From these cu: w-

half-peak amplitude were d e e : : ' 

corresponding distances 7.\ Uee ir.ser. ' • F y; ' i CJICL 

and plotted against Z y . The i ' jbu i i j r r cu; .,: . . i:rl,'.:<jt 

Fig. 1, is wel 1 approximated hy zn exponent!!! functirv 

2 1 4 P , , , 

'. irrvr, ! 2 

and 

where E is the concentration correction factor 

E 2 < f > 

1 *® 
A p'o r •'>» E againít Z accordino to equ.ite-r 

Fig. 2 íor p -• 0,129. Ey 'jv.r* ihi5 cur-,-.- : 

i.v;-i.:.'i(,-i (/), the corrected gamni.i count ' ••' 

• (; eo.Htion ( 1 ! for ore : D V ' - : 'ess :H.,n 

•<.A(1-F) 

ije noied i f i j t the vaiu» of ^ cou • 

the detector size need not be sm.il e 

• nc.ocss oi the ore layer. However, i i e ' 

:..-; CM use a significant change r. r '•-. 

.•*en, and rh t-.' thuy are thu„ a yoot; upp 

. j r iety of heid conditions w h i c . 

ored. 

.(8) 

• id v.'iih 

obtained, 

m 'hick 

- Í9) 

t.1uf:..-.Ci 

• ••parison 

!:iat Ih i j 

. jrrectio''. 

, - im. i t io i , 

light M: 

By using this -.urve, the value of Z] (.'• be " : J< I off ire •••.-

measured valu? of Z y obtained fron'. ., field i_..-.rpr»-.„ ' . . i , 

Orce Z i is known, the true thicknes:. of the ore !aye r ' / ; -

given by 

Z - Z y , 2?1 . ,(4i 

In practice this correction become sign' f ic jnt on y n 

respect of grade calculations for i j y t r s ies;, i> ,i'i 

approximately 12 cm, at which the correction r, ii ',. 

3.1.2 Concentration correction 

•;-e method was used in correcting for the effects of 

ss di lut ion in boreholes A, I, 0 , P, Q, R, S, T, V and 

;;..• Borehole Diameter 

T'v borehole calibration standard at Pelindaba has a hole 

d . y e t c r of 12 cm, which has been found (Docd and 

Ev-'i'iman) t o be a suitable average size as i t makes it 

j;vifcessary to apply a diameter correction for air-ti l led 

i-rj' :: in the diameter range 5 - 2 0 cm, in which range the 

• u boreholes logged fel l . 

i t can be shown f rom equation (3i -JÍJOV" ;nat (fit; 

maximum detector response of a thin >/ei is g.vnri by 

''- I - ,PZ i 

FOÏ jf 

UK 

2 I 

i f initeiy thic r !uy.." tie . be'.' 

Iff) 

i.e. fm a field gamma-log response to a th in ore layer (less 

than 60 cm), 0 ^ is the observed peak amplitude, which ; n 

fact underestimates the uranium grade, whereas 0^ is the 

peak amplitude required to predict the true grade for the 

same layer. 

For a jiven layer the values of C and u are the same in 

equations (5) and (6), which can thus be combined to give 

{.-«$ 
or<px = 0md+E) (7) 

'"• diameter range becomes more restricted for f luid-f i l led 

••'.: s (water or mud), since the gamma radiation becomes 

,.- rily absorbed by the f lu id surrounding the probe, and 

ption by the probe shell itcelf also plays a role. The 

usion factor derived at Pelindaba for a water-f i l led 

was accurate to wi th in 5 % (at most), in the diameter 

• 7 — 15 cm, for the probe used. Since the holes logged 

•e Karoo were w i th in or close to the l imits of this range, 

i 'lie water-conversion factor was used. 

:<.. Casing Effect» 

At the uraniferous intersections logged were uncased and 

thus no casing corrections had to be applied, although 

correction factors had been derived at Pelindaba to meet 

this eventuality. 

3.4 Interstitial Water 

The presence of interstitial water in the ore-waring 

fom.at ion increases gamma-ray absorption, and in effect 

decreases the concentration of radioactive minerals in terms 

of dry mass per cent The free-water content below the 

water table may be obtained from a gamma-density or 
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neutron-neutron log. However, since these techniques were 
not available, no such corrections could be applied. 
Nevertheless for all those intersections logged under water 
(Boreholes F,I,K,P,R,T and V), with the exception of I, 
gamma-log uranium-grade determinations were accurate to 
\*ithin 5% (on average), showing that the effects v.f 
interstitial water, if any, were minimal. 

3.5 Atomic-Number Effect 

This effect has been reviewed by Dodd and Eschliman, and 
arises from differences in composition, and hence in atomic 
number, between the calibration model and the formation 
being 'ogged. The chief contributor to this difference is the 
uranium itself, and thus the error increases with increasing 
<,rads of ore. At 25 kg/t U3O8 the error ranges from 
18 - 24 '/',, and is greatest for probes having small crystals 
and thin, low-atomic-number probe shells. It has been 
shown (Doid and Eschliman) that, to within a good 
approximation, the atomic-number effect may be 
disregarded for ore up to ± 10 kg/t U3O8. 

3.6 Dead Time 

The dead time of 'he Atomic Energy Board's logging unit 
was found empirically to be 10 us. Using the standard 
equation 

N = _ i ! (10) 
1 - nt 

where N = true count rate 
n = observed count rate 
t = dead time, 

it was found that corrections had to be applied to all 
radiometric grades higher than 3 kt>/t U3O8- At this level 
the correction was 3 %, increasing to t 30 % at a true grade 
of 18 kg/t. 

3.7 Background Corrections 

Contributions to background gamma-radiation levels in 
boreholes arise chiefly from the presence of thorium and, 
to a lesser extent, potassium. Gamma responses in the 
Karoo ciolerite intrusions, which approach true background 
levels (due to the absence of thorium and the presence of 
less than 2 % K2O) yielded equivalent uranium values of 
3 - 6 g/t U3O8. 

Since the thorium levels in the Karoo sediments are mostly 
very low, it was anticipated that the background error, in 
the determination of radiometric grades, would not exceed 
100 g/t equivalent J3O8 by more than 10%. The 
percentage error naturally increases with decreasing 
uranium concentration, resulting in optimistic radiometric 
grades. This is a possible explanation for the higher 
radiometric grades of ore body 3 (see Fig. 3) in the range 
0 - 1 0 0 g/t. 

3.8 (Ksequaibrkim 

Disequilibrium between uranium and its major 
gamma-emitting daughter products is undoubtedly the most 
serious drawback ..1 the radiometric determination of 
uranium grade, since there is no rapid method, using gamma 
detectors, of either detecting it or correcting for it in the 
field. This can only be achieved by a comparison of 
chemical and radiometric assays, or through the use of 
beta-gamma techniques. The effects of disequilibrium in the 
boreholss logged will be discussed in Section 4 btlow. 

Taking all the above factors into consideration, uranium 
grades were calculated from the radiometric results and are 
presented on the set of attached gamma logs, together with 
the corresponding chemical grades. The scale of deflection 
has been given in terms of kg/t equivalent U3O8, which for 
the higher grades is an approximation (Boreholes S-X) due 
to the effect of instr jment dead time. The correlation 
between the chemically and radiometricaliy determined 
grades is shown in Fig. 3. Thicknesses were normalised for a 
given set of grades, making the grade-thickness products 
equal for each plotted point. The chosen thicknesses in no 
way reflect the economics of the intersecxions (e.g. in terms 
of stoping widths) but were often determined by the 
section of borehole assayed chemically, over which an 
accurate comparison could be made with the radiometric 
results. 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

An examination of Fig. 3, which shows the correlation of 
radiometric and chemical results, reveals that, for the 
mineralised intersections logged, the majority of values 
greater than + 1 kg/t U3O8 agree to within 10%, whereas 
below this level some serious discrepancies arise. Numerous 
factors could contribute to the deviation of the plotted 
points from the line of perfect correlation, and these are 
discussed separately below. 

4.1 Ore Disequilibrium 

It is apparent from Fig. 3 that those intersections below 
± 1,5 kg/t U3O8 logged in ore bodies 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9, are 
badly out of equilibrium by depletion of uranium relative 
to its gamma-emitting daughter products, resulting in 
excessively optimistic radiometric grades. 

This could occur by preferential leaching of U3O8 or by a 
buildup of excess radon in the borehole and surrounding 
porous formations. Boreholes G and N are good examples 
of the latter type of disequilibrium, where radiometric 
backgrounds of 200 and 350 g/t equivalent U3O8 
correspond to less than 20 g/t true U3O8 content 
respectively. In fact, although the present data lack 
statistical backing at this stage, it could be concluded that 
such high radiometric backgrounds over substantial lengths 
of a borehole are immediate indicators of radon 
disequilibrium for Karoo-type deposits. 



The results do not indicate disequilibrium by depletion of 
gamma-emitting daughter products relative to uranium, i.e. 
resulting in pessimistic radiometric grades. The deviation 
from the mean of the point plotted at 18,2 kg/t (chemical 
grade) is thought to be due to either atomic-number effects 
as discussed ;n 3.5 above, or, more likely, the intersection 
by the drill-hole of a rich mineralised patch which became 
diluted by the much larger sample volume of the detector 
probe. 

Finally, it should be repeated here that the grades of those 
uranium intersections occurring below the water table 
(Boreholes F,I,K,P,R,T and V) were predicted 
radiometrically with an accuracy of 5 % (on average), with 
the exception of I, and that disequilibrium thus appears to 
be more prevalent in the zone above the water table. 

4.2 Sampling Intervals 

Sampling intervals of borehole core and chip samples varied 
from 10 - 100 cm for the chemical assays given, and it was 
generally found that the smaller sampling intervals rosulted 
in an improved cont'ol of data and a better corrt ation 
between chemical and radiometric grades. In some 
instances, actual borehole-chip sampling techniques were 
open to improvement, which iiould have further reduced 
'he scatter of the points plotter in Fig. 3. 

4.11 Sample Volume 

With a comparison of resulis of this nature, it must be 
borne in mind that chemical assays refer to the volume of 
rock actually cut by the drill, whereas the radiometric assay 
refers to a much larger volume surrounding the borehole, to 
the exclusion of the material sampled for chemical analysis. 
In the case of a uniformly mineralised flat layer, 
comparison v' tr. csults should be perfect. This is, 
however, not necessarily true for the Karoo mineralisation, 
in which case the radiometric result is in tact more 
representative than the chemical assay, provided the ore is 
in equilibrium. 

4.4 Chemical Assays 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions were reached: 

(a) The uranium grade in a borehole can be predicted with 
an accuracy of better than 10% by using 
gamma-logging equipment calibrated at Pelindaba. This 
holds for ore that is in equilibrium and that has a very 
low thorium content. 

(b) Disequilibrium poses a definite problem in the Karoo 
and occurs in the ore bodies logged chiefly by 
depletion of uranium relative to its gamma-emitting 
daughter products. It is probable that Karoo gamma 
logs which show high radiometric background levels 
adjacent to an ore zone and extending some 
considerable distance away from it on the log, indicate 
disequilibrium by a buildup of radon gas. The effects of 
disequilibriun also appear to be confined largely to the 
zone above the water table. 

(c) The determination of uranium grades from radiometric 
borehole logs, being cheaper and more rapid than 
chemical assaying, can effectively replace the latter in 
calculating ore reserves, provided a close check is kept 
on ore disequilibrium. This could, for instance, be 
achieved by assaying chemically one in every five 
boreholes — a ratio which could be either increased or 
decreased as disequilibrium knowledge is gained of the 
particular occurrence being drilled. 
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